
Technical Guide: SoleX Index Release

Release Adjustments:
The SoleX has three points of adjustment for trigger travel, trigger tension, 
and length

Trigger Travel:
Trigger travel can be adjusted by turning the patent pending self-locking 
travel adjustment pin located on the side of the release body. Not only 
is the adjustment pin twice as precise as a standard 8/32” set screw, but 
it does also not allow for at any point of rotation to have the hook and 
trigger not fully engaged. 

Trigger Tension:
Tigger tension can be adjusted with the set screw located in the front 
of the body of the release. When turning the set screw clockwise it will 
increase trigger tension and turning counterclockwise will decrease the 
trigger tension.

Lengthening the release from the wrist strap:
To lengthen the release from the wrist strap you will loosen the two screws 
located in the strap clamp. When you find the correct length for your hand  
and retighten the screws in the strap clamp making sure that it is secure 
and will not slip or move.

Resetting the release:
To reset the release simply pull the trigger and the release will reset due to 
the return spring on the hook. 

Some release safety and care tips:
Always draw your bow pointed at a target and NEVER without an arrow 
on the string. A case of an accidental release could dry fire your bow and 
damage your equipment.
After any release adjustments test the release before drawing your bow
Always inspect your release and D loop before shooting. 
Keep your release dry and free of debris
NEVER DISSASSEMBLE YOUR RELEASE
NEVER LUBRICATE YOUR RELEASE



Warranty Services:
If anything were to happen with your release that you would have to send 
it in for repairs, please contact our customer service and we will assign 
an RMA number for you to return your release. Our customer service line is  
315-258-9269 or fill out the RMA form on our website.

We hope you enjoy your release aid and would love to hear your           
feedback. Our greatest source of improvement is you. We appreciate your 
business and value your thoughts. Contact us on our website or through              
Info@stanoutdoors.com.


